
 

 

Lallemand Biofuels & Distilled Spirits (LBDS) completes successful 2014 Worldwide Distilled 

Spirits Conference. 

LBDS was well represented at the recent Worldwide Distilled 

Spirits Conference in Glasgow, Scotland September 8-11th.   

This event is held every three years with a mix of technical 

presentations, posters, tastings, tours and all things Distilled 

Spirits. As an indication of how fast the distilled spirits market 

is growing, this year’s conference saw a 20% increase in 

attendance with just over 350 producers and vendors gathering for the four day event.  

The WDSC consisted of various international experts who spoke on some of the most pressing issues 

facing the distilled spirits industry. The conference focused on key areas of distilled spirit production and 

in particular how science can help ensure the long term sustainability of the industry. Some of the topics 

included Energy & Environmental Impact, Consumer Perception, Distilling Industry Resources, Yeast and 

Fermentation, Distillation and Maturation as well as Flavour Science. 

 

 
LBDS was a silver 

sponsor and was well 

represented with not 

only a stand, but also a 

couple of technical 

posters by Jonathan 

Miles (Different Yeast 

Strains Achieve 

Different New Make 

Spirit Flavours)  

 

 

 

 

 

and Alan Smart (Flow Cytometry to Investigate Rehydration of Yeast).  

 

 



 

 

LBDS was also able to display our talents and services in terms of a 

featured presentation by Robert Piggot who discussed “Diversity of 

Yeast Supply for Distilled Spirits Fermentations”.    

 

We had lots of inquiries about DistilaMax (yeast) and DistilaVite 

(nutrients) product lines. A very international group came to talk 

and ask about our new yeast developments. We are making some 

major inroads into the Scotch Whisky market to which we had 

many new potential customers enquiring about our yeast strains or 

had been referred to LBDS by existing customers. Our reputation is 

starting to grow!  In addition to manning the booth, LBDS was also 

able to attend a variety of technical presentations and hands on training sessions at local distilleries; all 

of which were led by leading industry experts. 

The event was highlighted by the tutored tasting event of some of the various categories of spirits such 

as gin, rum, and whisky with mixologists providing the delegates with some of their newest creations. 

There were many combinations which were interesting to say the least; one being made with Awamori - 

the oldest liquor in Japan (from Okinawa) which was definitely, shall we say, an acquired taste. It was a 

great learning experience and exciting to see the new concoctions pushing the envelope to forward the 

spirits market.  

 
Finishing the conference was a formal dinner where both poster and booth winners were announced.  
 
This conference is the premier distilled spirits conference and is supported and run by the Institute of 

Brewing and Distilling – Scottish Chapter.  

 

 

 


